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Mini Sight Minimal 4M
code MS82/01

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Square recessed fixture without frame, 4 lamps. Adjustable
pull-out optic

PRODUCT SPECS

Installation method Trimless recessed

Light source Led-gu10

Absorbed power max 4x50 W

Color temperature

Color rendering index CRI
Depending on the bulb
(not included)

Optic  27°

Finishing White

Luminaire luminous flux
Depending on the bulb
(not included)

Luminous efficiency
Depending on the bulb
(not included)

Protocol

Energy efficiency class E-G

Weight 1.41 Kg

Dimension
L193Wx193Hx135 Ø55
mm

Hole size
squared cut | vedi
accessori mm

IP Grade IP20
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Complies with EN605981 and related notes. In the absence of metric symbols, the measurements are all in millimetres.
Luminous flux and power data are initially subject to tolerances +/- 10%. The values refer to an ambient temperature of 25°C unless otherwise specified.
We reserve the right to make changes to our products at any time.
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MANDATORY ACCESSORIES

Accessori Wallbox Frame for Mini sight 4M

code MSC24

inspectaBle Frame to Be Fixed and plastered in 15mm height plasterBoard False ceilings

Technical Sheet

Accessori Wallbox Wallbox mini sight 4M

code MSC14

Galvanized metal wallbox to be recessed in brick walls or reinforced concrete to fit the article MINI
INCAS 4M
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